THE CALTECH ARCHIVES

GUIDELINES FOR REPRODUCING ARCHIVAL MATERIALS
GENERAL GUIDELINES: The following guidelines apply to all copies of archival materials.
Copies are provided to individual patrons for the purpose of study only, unless otherwise specified. The publication in any
medium of materials that are the property of Caltech is prohibited without prior written permission from the Caltech Archives.
No complete collection may be copied.
The Caltech Archives reserves the right to review all copy requests and to withhold permission to copy if, in the professional
judgment of the archivist or curator, copying would endanger the material; would violate copyright law; would violate donorimposed or institutional restrictions; or would impose undue burden upon the Archives’ staff and other patrons.
Materials available for consultation online, such as through the Archives’ online digital collections, will not be reproduced
for study purposes or made available for digital copying.
COPYRIGHT INFORMATION:
COPYRIGHT NOTICE: The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, U.S.C.) governs the making of photocopies or other
reproductions of copyrighted materials. Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to
furnish a photocopy or other reproduction. One of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to be
“used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research.” If a user makes a request for, or later uses, a photocopy
or reproductions in excess of “fair use”, that user may be liable for copyright infringement.

AVAILABLE REPRODUCTION OPTIONS:
§ SELF-SERVICE COPYING: Patrons may apply on-site for permission to create digital copies of manuscript material
using their own devices. Patrons are asked to limit copies to a maximum of 300 pages per twelve-month period or per
project, whichever takes longer. Requests will be reviewed by the archivist on duty prior to commencement of on-site
copying.
§ PHOTOCOPY: There is no self-service photocopy on-site in the Caltech Archives. Patrons may apply for single-copy
reproductions by registering with the Archives’ online request system at https://docuserve.library.caltech.edu/aeon/.
Patrons are asked to limit copy requests to a maximum of 300 pages per twelve-month period or per project, whichever
takes longer. The current charge for archival photocopies is $0.45 per page, with a $10.00 minimum charge.
Additionally, postage and handling charges may be applied. Processing of reproduction requests may require four to six
weeks. Patrons may check the status of their reproduction orders through their online Archives account.
§ DIGITAL SCANS: Patrons may request digital scans of images and texts by registering with the Archives’ online request
system at https://docuserve.library.caltech.edu/aeon/. A setup fee of $10.00 will be applied to each order. Page limits on
large text files may apply. Individual files will be priced at $10.00 each. Patrons can track the status of their reproduction
orders through their Archives online account. Scanned material will normally be made available for download within the
online request system.
§ PHOTO LAB SERVICES: Caltech maintains a professional quality photo lab. Photographic print copies of archival
photos and some other materials may be obtained through the lab. Please request information on sizes, finishes, and
prices. The typical charge for an 8 x 10 glossy or matte photo is $10.00. An additional postage and handling fee of
$10.00 is applied to each photo order.
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